Backgrounds/Aims: Fatigue is common in chronic hepatitis and end-stage liver disease. However, little is known about fatigue after liver transplantation (LT). We therefore evaluated the prevalence, severity, and related factors of fatigue after LT. Methods: We retrospectively reviewed adult recipients who responded to our survey at outpatient clinics between April and May 2013. Fatigue and its severity were assessed using a questionnaire with the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS). We defined fatigue as FSS of 4.0 or more and severe fatigue as FSS of 5.1 or more. The related factors including hepatocellular carcinoma and complications were analyzed. Results: A total of 93 patients were included in this study. The mean age was 54.9 (19-76) years and two-thirds were men (67.7%). Living donor LT was 77.4%. Hepatitis B related liver disease was the main underlying disease (77.4%), with hepatocellular carcinoma accompanied in 33.3%. The mean follow-up period was 66.8±43.2 (2-171) months. The mean FFS was 2.83±1.48 (1.0-6.7) overall and 5.10±0.82 (4.0-6.7) in the fatigue group. Of the 93 adult patients, fatigue was presented in 20 patients (21.5%). Among these, 9 patients (45.0%) showed severe fatigue. Even though post-LT complications tended to be greater in the fatigue group (50.0% vs. 30.1% in the non-fatigue group, p=0.098), there were no significant related factors of fatigue after LT, including hepatocellular carcinoma and major complication. Conclusions: Fatigue is present in a considerable portion of recipients after LT, and almost half of them have severe fatigue. Further efforts are needed to decrease fatigue in LT recipients. 
INTRODUCTION
Fatigue is considered to be common in chronic liver disease including liver cirrhosis. 1, 2 Although several studies showed that liver transplantation (LT) was associated with an improvement in fatigue in recipients, 3, 4 fatigue remains a troublesome and persistent symptom after LT. 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] Fatigued recipients report lower levels of health-related daily functioning and health-related quality of life compared to non-fatigued recipients. 8 The pathogenesis of fatigue in chronic diseases and LT recipients is not clear and is usually multifactorial. 2 According to previous studies, age, gender, level of physical activity, and cardiorespiratory fitness were related factors of fatigue after LT. [8] [9] [10] Poor sleep quality, anxiety, and depression were also hypothesized to be related factors of fatigue in chronic patients and LT recipients.
10,11
Kalaitzakis et al. 2 reported that psychological distress, severity of cirrhosis, and low levels of cortisol determine general fatigue, whereas anemia and impaired renal function also contribute to physical fatigue.
Little is known about the prevalence and related factors of fatigue after LT, and to our knowledge, there are no reports about fatigue after LT in Korea. We therefore designed the present study to evaluate the prevalence, severity, and related factors of fatigue after LT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We retrospectively reviewed adult recipients who responded to our survey at outpatient clinics between April and May 2013. In the present study, we excluded patients with any of the followings: ＜18 year of age at the time of survey, ＜1 month between survey time and LT, and The presence and severity of fatigue after LT were assessed using the questionnaire with the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) which was developed by Dr. Krupp. 12 The FSS contains 9 items which were developed to assess disabling fatigue. Patients were asked to read each statement of the questionnaire and choose the number from 1 to 7
that best described their level of agreement with each statement: 1 indicates strongly disagree (no symptom of fatigue) and 7 indicates strongly agree (most disabling fatigue). [12] [13] [14] FSS was the mean value from 9 items. In the present study, 
RESULTS

Patient characteristics
The survey was performed in 93 patients. The baseline characteristics of these patients are presented in Table 1 . Prevalence and severity of fatigue after LT The prevalence and severity of fatigue after LT are summarized in Fig. 1 . The overall mean FSS was 2.83±1.48 (range, 1.0-6.7). Of the 93 adult patients, the fatigue after LT was presented in 20 patients (21.5%). Among the fatigued patients, 9 patients (45.0%) showed severe fatigue.
The mean value of FSS was 5.10±0.82 (range, 4.0-6.7)
in the fatigue group, and it was 2. 22±0.90 (range, 1.0-3.9) in the non-fatigue group (p＜0.001) ( Table 2 ).
The distribution of patients and prevalence of fatigue after LT according to age at the time of survey are shown in Fig. 2 . The prevalence was highest in the group less than 30 years of age (66.7%), and it was decreasing to 16 .7% in patients in their 30s and then to 11.1% in patients in their 40s. It gradually increased again from 20.0% in patients in their 50s to 25.0% in patients in their 70s. However, these differences in prevalence of fatigue according to age were not significant (p=0.661). were compared between the fatigue group and the non-fatigue group (Table 2) . Even though post-LT complications tended to be greater in the fatigue group (50.0% vs.
Related factors of fatigue after LT
30.1% in the non-fatigue group, p=0.098), there were no significant related factors of fatigue after LT, including hepatocellular carcinoma and major complications ( Table   2 ).
DISCUSSION
Recently, outcomes after LT continue to improve and most centers report 5-year survival exceeding 85%.
van Ginneken et al. 10 indicated that sleep quality, anxiety, and depression are associated with fatigue in recipients.
Van den Berg-Emons et al. reported that recipients experience physical fatigue and reduced activity rather than mental fatigue and reduced motivation. They suggested that these findings imply that rehabilitation programs, focusing on improving activity patterns and physical fitness, may reduce complaints of fatigue after LT. 8, 19 However, there were still conflicts about factors of fatigue after LT.
In addition, no large scale prospective study has been performed in this field.
Limitations of this study should be acknowledged. This study was performed at outpatient clinics and comprised a relatively small number of patients who consented to the survey. Therefore, there is the potential for a selection bias and response bias due to excluding patients not feeling well enough to take part in the study. In addition, selecting items to access fatigue and related factors, we focused on aspects of health status or physical condition and overlooked potentially important predictor variables like psychological condition (especially, anxiety and depression), self-esteem, and perceived social support. Therefore, we may not extend or apply this result to the entire recipient population. Nevertheless, we believe that the present study can serve as the basis for further studies about the factors affecting fatigue and quality of life in LT recipients.
In conclusion, fatigue is present in a considerable number of patients after LT (21.5%), and almost half of fatigued patients suffer from severe fatigue (45.0%). The related factors of fatigue after LT are still vague and complicated, and further efforts are needed to lessen fatigue and improve quality of life for LT recipients.
